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We demonstrate a 143.4 W high power combined white supercontinuum (SC)

source using a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner. Based on the criteria of adiabatic

tapering and brightness conservation, a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is designed

and theoretically investigated, and the simulated results of the transmission

efficiencies of laser at different wavelengths of the combiner verify that the

combiner has the ability of combining white SC sources efficiently. Then, the

(7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is fabricated, and three white SC fiber laser sources

with average power of about 50 W are set up for beam combining experiment.

Finally, a 143.4 W high power combined white SC source is achieved with high

combining efficiency of 97.4%. and the corresponding combined SC spectrum

ranges from 450 nm to 1700 nm, which remains consistent with the overall

spectral range of the three SC sources. The experiment result indicates that the

(7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is greatly capable of combining high power white SC

sources efficiently, thereby increasing the average power of the white SC

source significantly. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

demonstration of a fiber combiner for high power white SC sources with

such a high combining efficiency.
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1 Introduction

The development of high power white supercontinuum (SC) fiber laser source which

contains a large portion of visible-waveband power, is of particular interest in many areas,

such as hyperspectral spectral imaging, astronomical optical frequency combs, and

remote illumination, due to its broadband spectrum, high brightness, high coherence,

and compact structure [1–4]. In recent years, a lot of high power white SC fiber laser

sources have been demonstrated. For example, in 2016, using a 63.3 W ps pulses with a

large chirp as pump source, 30.4 W white SC source was obtained with spectrum ranging

from 385 nm to 2,400 nm [5]. Based on a high nonlinear photonic crystal fiber (PCF),

53.3 W white SC source with spectrum ranging from 430 nm to 2,400 nm was generated

using a 120 W picosecond pulse laser in the same year [6]. In 2018, 80 W white SC source
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pumped by a 114 W pulse fiber laser was obtained, and the

corresponding spectral range was from 370 nm to 2,400 nm [7].

In the same year, a 215 W white SC source spanning from

480 nm to over 2,000 nm was reported with a pulses pump

source of 556 W [8]. In 2020, a 104 W white SC source

covering from 370 nm to 2,400 nm was generated by pumping

cascaded photonic crystal fibers with 375 W ps pulse [9]. It can

be seen from these reports that the commonly used method of

generating high power white SC source is to couple high power

pulses provided by a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)

pulsed fiber laser into a length of PCF with high nonlinear

coefficient through a mode field adapter (MFA) to stimulate

high power white SC laser. This method is simple in principle and

easy to implement, but there are still two technical difficulties

which limit the further increase of white SC average power. The

first one is the nonlinear effects during the pulses amplification

process in the high power MOPA pulsed fiber laser, such as

Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). The effects will cause the

pump energy to be transferred to other wavelengths, and thus the

signal pulses cannot be further linearly amplified to obtain high

power output. The gain fiber with large mode field area is usually

adopted to solve this problem [5], However, the excessively large

mode field area will cause serious mode field mismatch between

the pigtail of pulses fiber laser and the PCF, thereby reducing the

coupling efficiency of the pulses. In addition, inserting a

repetition frequency multiplier (RFM) before the amplifiers of

the pulses fiber laser is another way to suppress nonlinear effects

[6–9], yet the RFM only works in a limited frequency doubling

range. Therefore, the nonlinear effects problem is difficult to

completely overcome. The second one is the thermal damage of

fibers under high power operation condition of fiber laser. For

example, the heat accumulation on gain fibers and PCFs caused

by quantum defect and on MFA caused by coupling loss will

increase temperature of the fibers, which may cause the fibers to

burn and even damage the entire laser. The commonly used

method to solve this problem is to place the fibers prone to

accumulating heat on the water-cooled heat sink [8, 10, 11], but

such a complicated structure is not conducive to the practical

application of white SC fiber laser.

For above two difficulties, SC beam combining technology is

an ideal solution. It can not only effectively avoid nonlinear

effects and fiber thermal damage because the single-channel laser

source does not need to pursue high power limit, but also increase

the white SC average power significantly. However, commercial

fiber combiners can only work at a single wavelength, and so far,

there are only a handful reports on the SC fiber combiner. In

2015, using a (3 × 1) broadband fiber combiner, a 202.2 W high

power combined near-infrared SC source with spectrum ranging

from 1,060 nm to 1900 nm was obtained [12]. Up to now, the

fiber combiner for high power white SC sources has not been

reported.

In this paper, a 143.4 W high power combined white SC

source using a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is demonstrated. We

design and theoretically investigate a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner

based on the criteria of adiabatic tapering and brightness

conservation, and theoretically prove that the designed

combiner has the ability to combine white SC sources

efficiently by simulating the transmission efficiencies of laser

at different wavelengths. Then, a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is

fabricated, and three white SC fiber laser sources with average

power of about 50 W are set up for beam combining experiment.

Finally, a 143.4 W high power combined white SC source is

achieved with high combining efficiency of 97.4%, and the

combined spectrum ranging from 450 nm to 1700 nm remains

consistent with the overall spectral range of three SC sources. The

experiment result indicates that the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is

capable of combining high power white SC sources efficiently,

and has the capability of increasing the average power of the

white SC source significantly. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first demonstration of a fiber combiner for high power

white SC sources with such a high combining efficiency. And this

research result will contribute to further increasing the white SC

power, thereby broadening the application fields of white SC

source.

2 Theoretical simulation

Compared with ordinary fiber combiners working at a single

wavelength, the difficulty in designing a SC fiber combiner is to

make it work at multiple wavelengths to achieve wide-spectrum

beam combination. Therefore, two design criteria need to be

followed. They are the brightness conservation [13] and the

adiabatic tapering [14].

The brightness conservation formula is
��

N
√

DinNAin ≤DoutNAout, where Din and Dout are the

diameters of output and input fibers respectively, NAin and

NAout represent the numerical aperture of the input and

output fibers respectively, and N is the number of input

fibers. Based on the criteria of brightness conservation, and

considering that the input fibers of the combiner and the PCF

as the pigtail of a single SC source need to meet the mode field

matching, and the output fiber of the combiner should support

high power laser transmission, the basic structural parameters of

the fiber combiner are determined as follows: The input fiber is

set to 6/125 μm fiber with NA of 0.13, the output fiber is set to

100/360 μm fiber with NA of 0.2, and N is set to 7.

The general method of fabricating a fiber combiner is to

insert the input fiber bundle into a silica tube at first, then

tapering them, and finally splicing the tapered fiber bundle to

the output fiber. The basic structure of the designed (7 × 1) SC

fiber combiner is schematically shown in Figure 1A. In the

process of tapering the input fiber bundle, as the fiber core

diameter decreases gradually, the laser mode will no longer

maintain the initial mode field distribution, and will leak into

the fiber cladding to cause transmission loss. Therefore, the
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transmission loss of fiber combiner mainly comes from the

tapered region of input fiber bundle. The tapered region

structure of a single fiber is shown in Figure 1B, where Ωtaper

is the tapered angle, Ltaper is the tapered region length

corresponding to Ωtaper, r0 is the initial core radius, and r1 is

the tapered core radius. The taper ratio is defined as TR,

TR � r1/r0. In order to reduce the transmission loss of the

tapered region, each input fiber should satisfy the criteria of

adiabatic tapering, that is, the maximum Ωtaper of the tapered

region should not exceed the fundamental mode diffraction

diffusion angle there. This maximum Ωtaper is called the

critical tapering angle, and the corresponding Ltaper is the

FIGURE 1
(A) The structure of the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner. (B) The schematic of tapered region of a single fiber.

FIGURE 2
(A) The relationships between the critical taper length and TR at different wavelengths. (B) The transmission efficiencies of the SC combiner at
different wavelengths.
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critical tapering length. For a fixed TR, only when the Ltaper is

longer than the critical taper length, the tapered fiber will have

relatively low transmission loss. For the SC fiber combiner

operating at wide-spectrum, it is necessary to consider the

adiabatic tapering conditions for different wavelengths, and

determine a critical tapering length satisfying the low-loss

transmission of overall SC spectrum.

Using the relevant formulas of the criteria of adiabatic tapering in

the [14], the relationships between critical taper length and TR at the

different wavelengths has been simulated, as shown in Figure 2A. It

can be seen that, firstly, with the wavelength fixed, the smaller theTR

is, the longer the critical taper length is; secondly, for a fixed TR, a

longerwavelength corresponds to a longer critical taper length, which

means that for the SC fiber combiner, only when the critical taper

length corresponding to the longest wavelength is regarded as the

Ltaper of input fiber bundle of the combiner, can the low-loss

transmission of the white SC source in the SC fiber combiner be

guaranteed. Based on the fiber types and N value of the combiner

designed above, it can be determined that theTR is about 0.25, and in

this case, the critical taper length corresponding to the longest

wavelength with 1,700 nm is 6 mm. Therefore, the Ltaper of the

input fiber bundle of the SC fiber combiner should be longer than

6 mm. In fact, the work range of the fiber tapering equipment used in

this experiment is far greater than 6 mm. Meanwhile, considering

that the tapered region of fiber is relatively fragile, the excessively long

Ltaper is not conducive to the working stability of the fiber combiner.

FIGURE 3
(A) The spectra of the three white SC sources. (B) The experimental setup of white SC beam combining.
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Therefore, for this SC fiber combiner, the Ltaper is designed to be

15 mm.

Utilizing the specific structural parameters designed, a

mathematic model of the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is

established. Based on the Finite-Difference Beam Propagation

Method, the laser transmission efficiencies at different

wavelengths of a wide-spectrum source ranging from 400 nm

to 1800 nm are simulated, as shown in Figure 2B. It can be seen

that the shorter the wavelength is, the higher the transmission

efficiency is, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis. And

the average transmission efficiency of the wide-spectrum source

can reach more than 90%. The simulation result proves that the

designed (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner has the ability to combine

white SC sources efficiently.

3 Experimental setup

Based on the structure parameters designed above, a (7 × 1)

SC fiber combiner is fabricated experimentally, and three white

SC fiber laser sources are set up for beam combining experiment.

Their average powers are 52 W, 47.1 W and 48.1 W respectively,

with the corresponding SC spectra ranging from 480 nm to

1,700 nm, from 470 nm to 1,700 nm, and from 450 nm to

1,700 nm, as shown in Figure 3A, which are measured by

optical spectrum analyzers of YOKOGAWA AQ6370C

(measuring range from 600 nm to 1,700 nm) and Ocean

Optics HR4000 (measuring range from 200 nm to 1,100 nm).

The details of the white SC fiber laser source can be found in [6].

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3B. Three white SC

fiber laser sources are connected to the three input fibers of the

combiner, and a 1-cm long output end cap with an 8-deg cleaved

facet is spliced to the output fiber of the combiner to eliminate

back reflection and prevent end facet damage.

4 Result and discussion

Firstly, the transmission efficiencies of seven channels of the

(7 × 1) SC fiber combiner are measured separately with the 52 W

white SC fiber laser source. Figure 4A shows the measurement

result that the transmission efficiency of each channel is above

FIGURE 4
(A) The transmission efficiency of each channel of the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner. Inset: Input spectrum and output spectra of the (7 × 1) SC fiber
combiner. (B) The combined SC spectrum, and the photograph of white SC beam combining experimental at 143.4 W combined output power.
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97% and the average transmission efficiency of seven channels is

up to 98.8%. Meanwhile, from the inset of Figure 4A, it can be

seen that output spectrum from each channel is consistent with

the input spectrum of 52 Wwhite SC source, which indicates that

the SC fiber combiner has consistent transmission efficiency for

each wavelength over the overall SC range. The experiment

results show that the fabricated SC fiber combiner can

transmit the white SC source efficiently and uniformly.

Then, three white SC fiber laser sources and three channels

selected randomly from the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner are used to

perform the white SC beam combining experiment, with

No.3 channel corresponding to 48.1 W white SC source,

No.4 channel corresponding to 47.1 W white SC source, and

No.7 channel corresponding to 52 W white SC source.

Eventually, 143.4 W high power combined white SC source is

successfully achieved with high combining efficiency of 97.4%,

and the corresponding combined SC spectrum ranging from

450 nm to 1700 nm is consist with the overall spectral range of

three white SC sources, as shown in Figure 4B. The experiment

result indicates that the fabricated (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is

greatly capable of combining high power white SC sources

efficiently, and based on the high combining efficiency, the

combiner has the potential to increase the average power of

white SC source significantly. Meanwhile, it is worth noting that

the current combined power is limited by the number of white SC

fiber laser sources, thus more sources will be built in the future for

beam combining experiment to obtain higher power white SC

source. In addition, the combining efficiency of the SC fiber

combiner is slightly lower than the average transmission

efficiency of seven channels of the combiner, which may be

caused by the increase of the splice point loss between the input

fiber bundle and the output fiber under high power operation

conditions, thus the splicing quality will be further improved in

the next work.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the beam combining technology is an ideal

method for obtaining high power white SC source, because it not

only can effectively avoid some technical difficulties in the

commonly used methods of generating high power white SC

source, such as nonlinear effects and fiber thermal damage, but

also has the ability of further increasing the white SC power. In

this paper, a 143.4 W high power combined white SC source

using a SC fiber combiner has been presented. Based on

the criteria of adiabatic tapering and brightness conservation,

a (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner has been designed and theoretically

investigated, and is verified to be capable of combining white SC

sources efficiently by simulating the transmission efficiencies of

laser at different wavelengths. Then, the (7 × 1) SC fiber combiner

is fabricated, and three white SC fiber laser sources with average

power of about 50 W are set up for beam combining experiment.

Finally, a 143.4 W high power combined white SC source is

achieved with high combining efficiency of 97.4%, and the

corresponding combined spectrum ranging from 450 nm to

1700 nm is consist with the overall spectral range of three

white SC sources The experiment result indicates that the

(7 × 1) SC fiber combiner is capable of combining high power

white SC sources efficiently, and has the ability of increasing the

average power of the white SC source significantly. At present,

the combined power is limited by the number of white SC

sources, thus more sources will be built in the future for beam

combining to obtain higher power white SC source. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a fiber combiner

for high power white SC sources with such a high combining

efficiency, and the research result will contribute to further

increasing the average power of the white SC source, thereby

broadening the application fields of white SC source.
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